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Audience Seating &amp;Layout Dimensions - Complete guide. Audience Seating &amp;Layout Dimensions - Complete guide. Source: Since mankind began collecting telling stories and representing scenes from everyday life in front of the audience, the need for space to perform such activities began to increase. The theatrical design ranges from the Greek and Roman open-air
amphitheaters to the incredible array of shapes we see today. Although some forms work better for certain types of performances, there is no ideal theatrical shape or size. The choice of best shape and scale depends on the functional purpose (films, lectures, stage performances, musical presentations), the required staging size and the number of inhabited audiences. Let's see
which are the main parts that make up the theater and the most common types of theatrical design in today. 1. Create a functioning audience by type of performance and number of audiences This is part of the theater that accommodates the audience during the performance, sometimes called the house. The house can also refer to an area that is not considered a game space or
a behind-the-scenes area. This includes a lobby, fur check, ticket counters and a toilet. The amount of space needed for each audience depends on many factors, but these guides, based on the modern design of seating, can give you the right idea of the area you need: 200 seats: 270m² | 2 900 ft2 150 seats: 190m² | 2,000 ft2 75 seats: 125 m² | 1,350 feet2 2. Observe the
standard distance conveniently for the audience sitting Aisle is a place to walk with rows of seats on both sides or with rows of seats on one side and a wall on the other. To improve safety, when theatres darker during the performance, the edges of the passages are marked with a string of small lights. There are usually two types of passway layout: Multiple layout It consists of 14-
16 chairs in one row with access to the passageways at both ends. If only one end of the row can be reached, the number of seats may be limited to 7 or 8. Multiple-pass arrangement Continental seating plan If carefully planned, the continental passage arrangement may accommodate more seating positions in the same space. Typically, one person needs an average of 7.5
square feet (2.3 square meters), including seating areas and space passing by. Continental seating plan 3. The scene is important: Choose a stage wisely, a designated space where actors and other artists perform, as well as the attention of the audience. As an architectural feature, the scene can consist of a platform (often raised) or a series of platforms. In some cases, they can
be temporary or regulated, but in theatres and other buildings dedicated to such buildings, the scene is often a permanent feature. There are several types of stages that differ from the use and audience relationship with them: Stage surrounded by an audience on three sides. The fourth side serves as a background. In a typical modern layout: the scene is often a square or
rectangular playground, usually raised, surrounded by raked seating. Other forms are available; Shakespeare's Globe Theatre was a five-way attraction scene. The thrust phase is expanded wall to wall as a stage of attraction with the audience on only one side, i.e. the front. The backstage is behind the background wall. There is no real wing space to the sides, although there may
be entrances. An example of the modern end scene is the music hall, where the background walls surround the player space on three sides. As a stage of attraction, the landscape serves primarily as a background rather than around the operating space. The central scene, surrounded by audiences from all sides. The area of the scene is often raised to improve the lines of vision.
This is the most common type of stage and is also called the stage of the picture frame. Its main feature is a large opening, an arch of proscenium, through which the audience looks at the spectacle. Viewers face the scene directly and look only at one side of the stage. Often the stage can swell in front of the proscenium arch, which offers actors an extra playing area. This area is
called an apron. At the bottom and in front of the apron, there is sometimes an orchestra pit, which musicians use during musicals and operas. The stage of proscenium Is sometimes called the Black Box Theater, these stages are often large empty boxes painted in black inside. The stage and seating positions are not fixed. Instead, everyone can be changed to meet the needs of
the play or the whim of the director. Often used in theatres of found space, i.e. theatres made for conversion from other spaces. The audience is often placed on the ascending side of any playing space, with little or no audience at the end of any scene. The actors are on stage for the profile audience. This is often the most effective option for long, narrow spaces, such as store
fronts. The stage-profile theatre is most similar to the arena scene; When staging as a background is possible at the ends, which are basically sides. The non-theatrical form of the profile scene is a basketball arena, if no one is behind the hoops. Sports arenas often serve as music concert venues. In the form they resemble a very large stage of the arena (more precisely the stage
of the arena resembles a sports arena), but with a rectangular floor plan. When used for a concert, the temporary stage area is often set up as the final stage at one end of the floor, while the rest of the floors and stands become an audience. Arenas have their own terminology 4. To keep the landscape low for better visibility on the Theater Tour or Arena Stage Theatre, the scene
is in the center of the audience, with audience members facing it from all sides. The audience is close to an action that gives a sense of intimacy and engagement. However, this type of Limitations amount and kind of visual spectacle that can be given in the spectacle, because the landscape more than a few feet high will block the audience's view of the action that takes place on
stage. Theatre in round. Victoria Theatre. Stoke-on-trent. Courtesy Studio Theatre Ltd 5. For greater intimacy with the audience, go with the pull stage of the attraction phase is one that extends to the audience on three sides and is connected to the backstage area at the end of its upstage. Thrust benefits from greater intimacy between audience and performers than proscension,
while maintaining the usefulness of the behind-the-scenes field. Spectators in the attraction scene theatre can view the scene from three or more sides. 6. Keep your theater flexible flexible performing theaters are the ones that don't establish a fixed connection between stage and home. They can be put in any standard theatrical forms or any of their variants. There is usually no
physical difference between the stage and the audience, and the audience stands, intersects with the performance or sits on the main floor. Flexible Theatre | Black Box Theatre 7. Sound quality is as important as visibility Although theatrical performances are a visual medium, poor sound quality will ruin even better performances. Sound is an area often forgotten, but as you need
good lines of vision, you also need good sound lines. In addition to obvious considerations of comfort and size, it is necessary that the audience be designed according to the following: Sound reflectors in the main theatrical design External sound insulation (how many times have you heard traffic noise, trains or construction work during the soundtrack of the film being watched?)
Internal sound insulation – this is especially important with several screens where the famous soundtrack can leak to an adjacent audience Service and equipment noise control – noise, e.g. air conditioning, elevators, toilets and projection equipment, must be controlled acoustics – acoustic design in theatres should be considered from the stage of opportunity – location, audience
planning, etc. to final order Audience space types are areas of large meetings, presentations and performances. Audience space-type facilities can include collection halls, exhibit halls, auditoriums and theaters. Audience space types do not include functions such as sound reinforcement systems, audio-visual systems and projection screens, food service facilities, proscenium
stages with a height greater than 50'-0, or a flying gallery, orchestra pits, rotating or hydraulic stage platforms, flying balconies, movable seating positions or billboard systems. Space Attributes Auditorium spaces are designed for large audiences. Therefore, they tend to have wide coverage and there are many stories large to accommodate seating, sight lines, and acoustic
requirements. Raised scenes / daisies floor and special lighting equipment often Also. Typical audience space types properties include the following list of applicable design goals: For a detailed list and definitions of design goals based on the entire design of the building, click on the titles below. Accessible and functional/functional pitched floors: pitched floors, with smooth
terraces for each row of seats, help to ensure the right view of the spectators on the stage. Please note that the lower and intermediate lines should be directly accessible from entry levels, so that Americans with disabilities can benefit from affordable seats in accordance with the Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and Equipment (ADAAG). See also WBDG Accessible. Fixed
seats: Usually fixed seats with tilted soft seat and back, integrated hands and tablet hands are equipped with a connected back to achieve the maximum passenger passage between the lines. Seats can be completely soft or wood-contoured front back and seat sinks with wood armrests with tablet hand option and pass light option at the ends of the row. Seat number/line letters
should be Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) compliant. Provision should be made for wheelchair accessible removable seats for two sections and accessible rear seats for passengers with reduced mobility. See also WBDG Accessible. Building codes will provide audience seating layout and clearance requirements. Special lighting: Dramatic lighting systems include front
lighting, foot lighting, point lamps, track spot lights, light bulbs and flood lights, and a projection room/stand with a manual and programmable lighting controller and space for the point lighting operator. Lighting systems should be flexible in order to accommodate various activities in the audience (e.g. lectures, performances, musical performances, etc.). See also WBDG Electric
Lighting Controls. Employment: The classification of the employment group is the assembly of A1 or A3 according to the IBC, with protective sprinkler structures and the GSA Acoustic Class A space requiring a special acoustic design. See also WBDG Secure/Safe-Fire Protection. Productive special acoustic design: High-quality acoustic characteristics are important in audience
spaces so that performances and presentations can be clearly heard and understood. For performance spaces and common delivery spaces, recommended noise criteria (NC) ratings range from NC-20 to NC-30; The recommended audio class (STC) ranges from STC 40 to STC 50. Strategies for reaching the recommended NC and STC ranges include, for example: type II vinyl
wall covering and cloth-coated acoustic wall panels for interior wall decoration in the auditorium; Type II vinyl wall covering for stage area; Type II vinyl wall coverings for 1/3 orchestra(s) side front and cloth-covered acoustic panels 2/3 of the orchestra (audience) side walls; fabric covered with acoustic panels on the back wall; combination of gypsum and plywood due to their
reversal Ceiling. For more information, see WBDG Productive – Provide Comfortable Environments and Acoustic Comfort. Auditorium Giovanni Agnelli in Turin, Italy has a variable ceiling height according to acoustic needs. Photo credits: Centro Congressi Lingotto sustainable increased cooling capacity: Heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) systems for audience spaces
are size and zoning to accommodate a wide range of internal loads, which are a function of audience sizes, performance lighting loads and projection equipment. In particular, air handling units with increased cooling capacity should be zoned separately for the audience, lobby, projection spaces, stage areas and audience seating. In addition, the audience usually has a separate
AHU constant volume with modulated ventilation temperature control. For more information, see WBDG High-Performance HVAC. Materials and finishes: use materials and finishes that meet the requirements of low or non-VOC sustainability, as well as durability and low maintenance. Coordinate maintenance and changes with sustainable O&amp;amp;amp; M practice to ensure a
common healthy environment. Raised high: The recommended HVAC distribution system for audience spaces is the supply of duct through the floor openings with duct ceiling return air vents in the auditorium and lobby. In other spaces, the supply of duct ceiling with the reversible air ceiling plenumas is recommended. Please note that all acoustically assessed partitions should be
moved by ducts. The historic 1927 Baldwin Auditorium at Duke University has undergone renovations while incorporating significant sustainable design features and strategies such as energy and water efficiency, indoor air quality and resource management, earning silver certification under LEED™ a new construction 2.2 rating system. Pfeiffer Partners Architects.Photo Credit:
Duke University Secure/Safe Fire and Life Safety: Proper messaging systems, lighting and signs are needed to facilitate safe and rapid evacuation during regular events or emergency spaces. Cascading lights injected into floor carpets at each sitting stage and walls mounted low light level sconce lights along the side walls are typical. Sprinklers should be provided by code and
post-stage platforms to quench fires. The materials used must be non-combustible. Regular inspections should also be carried out and documented in order to avoid safety risks. a plan for safe zones in and around the auditorium, including unused parts of the building; separation of the audience from performers; and keep unauthorised people from the scene and sidewalk areas.
Staff should be trained to manage crowds, provide first aid and accessibility to support performers and audience needs and maintain a safe environment. See also WBDG Secure/Safe-Occupant Safety and Health and Secure/Safe-Fire Protection. Example of a program This the programme represents the types of audience space. DescriptionTenant Occupiable Areas Areas Sf
each space Req'd. Sum Actual Invoice Tenant Use Factor Tenant USF Entrance 2,096 Lobby 1 1,500 1,500 Entrance Lobby 1 96 96 Fur Check 1 150 150 Retail Area 1 2 00 200 Media Library 1 150 150 Main Auditorium 4,800 Seats (300 seats) 1 3 600 3 600 Stage 1 1 200 1,200 Support units 1 300 Projection/Control room 1 300 300 Storage of equipment 1 300 300 Rear
projection room 1 400 400 Public toilets (Male 1 120 120 Public toilets (Woman) 1 180 180 Tenant Kit 8,196 8,196 1.14 9,375 Tenant's Usable Zone 18 750 Model Plans The following diagram is typical of the tenant's plans. Example of GSA construction criteria The unit cost of the types of auditorium space is based on the design quality and design characteristics given in the
following table . This information is based on the interpretation of the GSA benchmark and may differ from other owners. Relevant codes and standards These agencies and organisations have developed codes and standards that influence the design of audiences. Please note that codes and standards are minimum requirements. Architects, engineers and consultants should
consider exceeding the applicable requirements whenever possible. Additional resources WBDG Building Types Educational Tools, Health Care Facilities, Libraries, Office Building, Research Facility Design Goals Productive - Providing a Comfortable Environment, Safe/Safe - Fire Protection, Safe/Safe - Passenger Safety and Health Enhancement Order building programs and
associations of acoustic society of America (ASA)-Society is primarily a voluntary organization and attracts interest, commitment and services to many professionals. Their contribution to the formation, guidance, administration and development of the ASA is largely responsible for its supremacy in the world's acoustics. The Institute of Noise Control Engineering- THE US Institute
of Noise Control Engineering (INCE/USA) is a non-profit professional organization based in Washington. The main objective of the Institute is to promote engineering solutions to environmental noise problems. Publications Publications
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